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Abstract
We investigate ultrafast demagnetization due to electron-phonon interaction in a model band-
ferromagnet. We show that the microscopic mechanism behind the spin dynamics due to electron-
phonon interaction is the interplay of scattering and the precession around momentum-dependent
effective internal spin-orbit magnetic fields. The resulting magnetization dynamics can only be
mimicked by spin-flip transitions if the spin precession around the internal fields is sufficiently fast
(compared to the scattering time) so that it averages out the transverse spin components.
PACS numbers: XXXXX
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INTRODUCTION
In 3d-ferromagnets, excitation by an ultrashort linearly polarized pulse can reduce the
magnetization, as observed by the magneto-optical Kerr effect [1, 2] or X-ray magnetic
circular dichroism [3], by 50% and more, even reaching a complete “quenching” of the
magnetization for high fluence. The spin angular momentum, as determined experimentally,
is thus dramatically reduced. Experimental evidence [4, 5] points mainly to the importance
of electronic scattering and transport for this effect.
As the transport contribution to magnetization can be suppressed, there must be an ad-
ditional microscopic mechanism that contributes to the observed magnetization dynamics,
which is still under debate [6–9]. Here we focus on the mechanism that has long been re-
garded as the most probable explanation of demagnetization dynamics: electronic spin-flip
scattering with phonons, which is often called the Elliott-Yafet demagnetization mecha-
nism [10, 11] after a spin relaxation mechanism for electrons in semiconductors [12–15].
The original Elliott-Yafet mechanism was developed for a pair of degenerate bands, whose
non-pure spin states are of the general form |k,±〉 = a(±)k | ↑〉 + b(±)k | ↓〉 due to spin-orbit
coupling. The labels “+” and “−” indicate whether a state is predominantly spin-up or spin
down, depending on which coefficient |a|2 or |b|2 is larger. In ferromagnets, the majority and
minority states are of the same general form, but due to the spin splitting the labels “+” and
“−” now also refer to the spin eigenvalues with respect to a quantization axis. Due to spin-
orbit coupling this quantization axis is k dependent and the spin structure belonging to the
+/− states is essentially noncollinear. The conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism determines
the spin dynamics due to electron-phonon interactions from transition rates between + and
− states and is therefore incapable of describing deviations from the spin quantization axis,
i.e., spin coherences. However, these coherences are always present and may be expected to
be particularly important if the noncollinearity is prounounced, for instance, at spin-orbit
hybridization points in band ferromagnets [16].
In the present paper, we include consistently the influence of spin-orbit coupling and
exchange splitting on electron-phonon scattering dynamics and numerically study the case
of a model ferromagnet. We obtain the ensemble magnetization dynamics from the micro-
scopic spin-density matrix, which allows us to include spin coherences in noncollinear (i.e.,
non-trivially k-dependent) spin structures. While we do not present a complete theory of
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demagnetization dynamics, we demonstrate how spin-flip transitions, as they are assumed
in the conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism and believed to play an important role in the
demagnetization process in ferromagnets, can result from the interplay of precessional spin
dynamics and spin-independent electron-phonon interaction. Further, we uncover a demag-
netization regime for which the conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism fails.
Before we discuss our approach in detail we draw attention to differences from other
Elliott-Yafet-like treatments. As we neglect the small explicitly spin-dependent electronic
interaction with phonons and as the longitudinal acoustic phonons, which are most important
for electron-phonon scattering, do not carry angular momentum, the phonons do not take
away spin in a scattering transition as envisaged in Ref. 17. Thus, it is the spin-orbit coupling
in the equilibrium electronic and ionic configuration (i.e., the lattice), which acts both as a
spin sink and a spin source. Our approach is also fundamentally different from a recent study
employing spin coherences for demagnetization dynamics [18], which inconsistently combines
pure spin states with explicitly spin-dependent electron-phonon interaction matrix elements.
MODEL
We employ a ferromagnetic Rashba model because it leads to simple analytical expression
for the electronic single-particle states including both spin-orbit coupling and a Stoner mean-
field splitting. Compared to an ab-initio approach, our model is much simpler and works, for
numerical simplicity, with a two-dimensional k space, but, in principle, is not restricted to
this particular model. We use the following 2×2 effective, i.e., k-dependent, hamiltonian [19]
Hˆe(k) =
~2k2
2meff
1 + α(kxσˆy − kyσˆx)−∆σˆz, (1)
which determines the Bloch u-functions at finite k in a two-band model. Here, the first term
is a spin-diagonal kinetic contribution with effective mass meff, the second is a Bychkov-
Rashba spin-orbit term with Rashba parameter α and the last term is the mean-field ex-
change splitting. The Pauli matrices are denoted by σˆα, with α = x, y, z. The single-
particle states of this model at each k point are 2-spinors, which we denote by |k,±〉 with
two-dimensional k = (kx, ky). These states are used to define the reduced density matrix
by ρνν
′
k = 〈c†kνckν′〉, where c†kν and ckν , respectively, create and annihilate an electron in the
single-particle state |k, ν〉. The ensemble average is denoted by 〈· · · 〉. The density matrix
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contains the distribution functions nkν = ρ
νν
k and the coherence ρ
+−
k . As the |k,±〉 states
are non-pure spin states with a k dependent spin mixing, one can compute the k dependent
expectation values
〈σˆα〉k =
∑
νν′
〈k, ν|σˆα|k, ν ′〉ρνν′k (2)
The ensemble spin expectation value is determined by Sz = (~/2)
∑
k〈σˆz〉k ≡ (~/2)〈σˆz〉.
The ferromagnetic character of the model comes from a Stoner model, for which we
assume an effective Coulomb energy Ueff. It determines the mean field contribution in (1)
via ∆ = (2/3)Ueff 〈σˆz〉. A larger Ueff leads to more robust ferromagnetism with a larger
exchange splitting. The eigenenergies ±k =
~2
2meff
k2 ± √∆2 + α2k2 are isotropic and the
eigenstates take the form
|k,±〉 = 1
N±
 −iαke−iϕk
∆±√∆2 + α2k2
 (3)
with k = |k|, polar angle ϕk, and normalization factor N± =
[
α2k2+
(
∆±√∆2 + α2k2)2]1/2.
The effective hamiltonian is formally identical to that of a spin in an external magnetic
field. The Rashba contribution points in the direction (−ky kx 0)T in the x-y plane and
the Stoner mean field in the z direction. The sum of the two contributions gives the k
dependent effective magnetic field. Our choice of parameters is such that the effective field
is dominated by the mean-field exchange and the Rashba contribution only adds a small
deviation from the z direction. The resulting band and spin structure is shown in Fig. 1
for parameters Ueff = 720 meV and α = 30 meV nm
−1, which will be used in the numerical
calculations below.
In equilibrium, we compute the single-particle states/energies together with the equilib-
rium density matrix self consistently for a given temperature Teq and density ne. To this
end, we assume that the equilibrium density matrix is diagonal with n
(eq)
k± = f(
±
k − µ), and
we restrict the self-consistent calculation to the z-direction as preferred spin orientation,
and thus obtain the equilibrium chemical potential µeq. With our choice of Ueff the |k,+〉
states are mainly spin-up and the |k,−〉 are mainly spin-down, as shown in Fig. 1. The
same parameters are used for all calculations in the paper. Because of the parabolic band
structure, the mean-field equilibrium realizes a weak ferromagnet.
The time-development of the electronic spin-density matrix due to scattering with
phonons is described in Markov approximation by the dynamical equation
4
− i~ ∂
∂t
ρνν
′
k = (
ν
k − ν
′
k )ρ
νν′
k
+
∑
k1ν1
{
gk1ν1,kν
[∑
ν2ν3
gkν2,k1ν3
((1 +Nk1−k)(δν2ν′ − ρν2ν′k )ρν1ν3k1 −Nk1−k (δν1ν3 − ρν1ν3k1 ) ρν2ν′k
ν1k1 − ν
′
k − ~ωk1−k + i~Γ
− (1 +Nk−k1)(δν1ν3 − ρ
ν1ν3
k1
)ρν2ν
′
k −Nk−k1(δν2ν′ − ρν2ν
′
k )ρ
ν1ν3
k1
ν1k1 − ν
′
k + ~ωk−k1 + i~Γ
)]
− (ν ↔ ν ′)∗}
(4)
for the reduced density matrix. This is a standard expression that is derived, e.g., in
Ref. 15, under the assumption that the phonons are in equilibrium and are described by
a Bose-Einstein distribution Nq for a given phonon wave vector q. An accurate calculation
of the electron-phonon matrix element gkν,k′ν′ for a ferromagnetic metal can be done ab
initio [20, 21], but for the simple model considered in this paper we make the simplifying as-
sumption [15] that the matrix element can be related to a deformation potential constant D
according to gkν,k′ν′ =
√
~/2MioncD
√|k′ − k| 〈k, ν|k′, ν ′〉. This is for the interaction with
acoustic phonons with a linear dispersion ~ωq = ~cq, where c is the sound velocity. We
choose the c and Mion values for iron. We assume D = 3.2 eV at first and study its influ-
ence on the dynamics below. The electrostatic electron phonon interaction is obviously spin
independent, but there are electron-phonon “spin-flip” matrix elements gk+,k′− because the
spin-orbit coupling gives rise to nonvanishing overlaps 〈k,+|k′,−〉 6= 0.
The effective hamiltonian (1) does not commute with the spin operator σˆz because of the
spin-orbit coupling, and enters Eq. (4) directly via the spin splitting between the electronic
energies +k − −k . This spin splitting leads to a contribution to the equation of motion (4)
for the coherence ρ+− that describes the precession of the spin expectation value (2) around
the k-dependent effective internal field. Even though the precessional contribution is always
present, it only leads to an oscillatory dynamics if it is not counteracted by the scattering
term in (4) .
RESULTS
For the calculation of the spin and charge dynamics we do not attempt to model the
details of ultrashort-optical-pulse excitation here, but choose the following simple initial
conditions. We take the self-consistently determined equilibrium states/energies and change
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FIG. 1. Band structure of the ferromagnetic Rashba model for an equilibrium temperature Teq =
70 K, Stoner parameter Ueff = 720 meV, and Rashba parameter α = 30 meV nm
−1. The expectation
values 〈kν|~ˆσ|kν〉 at some k points are indicated by arrows and the energy by a color code: low
(dark blue) to high (light yellow).
the electronic distributions in the equilibrium density matrix instantaneously to an elevated
temperature Te > Teq while keeping the electron density fixed, which results in a small
change of the ensemble spin. In the following we always assume Teq = 70 K.
Figure 2 shows the ensemble spin and charge dynamics resulting from Eq. (4) for an
excited electronic kinetic energy (temperature) of Te = 1000 K. The numerical evaluation
of (4) assumes an infinitesimal broadening ~Γ → 0. We characterize the charge dynamics
by fitting the non-equilibrium distributions nk,± with Fermi-Dirac functions where the fit
parameters are a common temperature and different chemical potentials for the two bands.
Fig. 2(a) shows a demagnetization in about 100 fs, followed by a slower remagnetization. The
microscopic charge scattering dynamics is reflected in the change of the effective temperature
(determined for all electrons in the system), shown in Fig. 2(b).
An important result of our calculation is that, microscopically, demagnetization dynam-
ics due to electron-phonon interaction in ferromagnets occurs via the interplay between
6
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FIG. 2. Dynamics of the z component of the ensemble spin Sz, and the electronic temperature
T of the full EOM (4) for parameters as in Fig. 1 and an excitation temperature Tex = 1000 K.
Equilibrium values are indicated by dotted horizontal lines.
scattering and k-dependent internal magnetic fields. This can be demonstrated as follows:
Analytically one can show that the scattering contribution in (4) alone does not lead to
any spin/magnetization dynamics, i.e., for the ensemble spin Sz we find dSz/dt = 0 [22], if
we leave out the coherent precession [23]. We have checked this numerically by switching
off the precessional term, i.e., the first term on the RHS of (4), which results in a similar
charge scattering dynamics after excitation, but no magnetization dynamics at all. Fur-
ther, the precessional term alone, can, in principle, change the magnetization by dephasing
as it describes precession around the effective magnetic fields, but results only in a very
small magnetization change that is four orders of magnitude smaller than what is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It therefore has to be the combination of both contributions. In semiconductors,
a similar spin relaxation mechanism was first identified by Wu and coworkers [23, 24].
We elucidate the interplay of scattering and precession in Fig. 3 by investigating the (spin)
expectation value (2) for a k space cell at a particular point k˜, which lies just above the
Fermi wave vector of the “−” band in positive kx direction. In equilibrium, the expectation
value (2) points in the direction of the local effective field, which is also the direction indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 1 at each k point. At k˜, in particular, this direction lies in y-z
plane. We plot the change ∆〈σˆα〉k˜(t) = 〈σˆα〉k˜(t) − 〈σˆα〉(eq)k˜ with respect to the equilibrium
expectation value. In addition, we plot the contribution to ∆〈σˆα〉k˜(t) arising from the
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spin coherences, i.e., the ν 6= ν ′ terms in (2), only, and we discuss these first. For our
excitation conditions, the coherences are initially zero and the scattering contribution to
Eq. (4) is needed to get the coherences started. However, their dynamics is also influenced
by the precessional contribution in (4) due to the effective magnetic field. Note that the
precessional contribution is always there (with a period of about 7 fs mainly due to the Stoner
contribution to the spin splitting), but it results in oscillatory motion of the coherences
with that period only during the first 50 fs. The first 50 fs, during which also the main
demagnetization happens, is the time scale on which the system reaches a quasi-equilibrium
in the sense that electrons in both bands can be described by the same effective temperature
(but the respective densities are different from their equilibrium values). After that, the
scattering suppresses the oscillatory motion of the coherences, but the spin dynamics stay
noncollinear, as can be seen from the x component at k˜. It is nonzero not only on the time
scale of Fig. 3, but also during the remagnetization, and its existence demonstrates that the
spin expectation value does not point into the direction of the effective magnetic field at k˜.
Note that, while the spin precession contribution from the coherences is important for the
spin dynamics, it is essentially invisible on the scale of ∆〈σˆy〉k˜(t) and ∆〈σˆz〉k˜(t), which are
dominated by the distributions n±k.
Finally, we would like to explore the connection between spin precession and spin-flip scat-
tering (Elliott-Yafet mechanism) in Fig. 4 for different electron-phonon coupling strengths.
To do this we compare the computed dynamics using the full Eq. (4) for the reduced density
matrix ρ to that neglecting the coherences ρ+−k (and therefore also the precession) in Eq. 4.
In the latter case, we keep only the diagonal parts of the density matrix, i.e., the distri-
bution functions nk± whose dynamics are governed by conventional Boltzmann scattering
integrals [2, 20, 25]. Note that without the coherences, only components of the spin expecta-
tion value in the direction of the local effective magnetic field are included and the ensemble
spin is given by Sz = (~/2)
∑
kν〈k, ν|σˆz|k, ν〉nkν .
Fig. 4 shows that, for the set of parameters used so far, the calculations with and without
coherences lead to almost identical spin dynamics. The reason for this similarity lies in
the precessional contribution to the equation of motion (4) for the coherences discussed in
connection with Fig. 3, even though the precessional dynamics is only visible for short times
due to the influence of the scattering. For the electron-phonon coupling strength used so
far, the precession period period of 7 fs is short compared to the energy relaxation time
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FIG. 3. Computed spin change ∆〈σˆα〉k˜ at k˜ (solid line). At this point in k-space the effective
internal magnetic field points in the y-z direction. Dotted red line: contribution to (2) only from
the coherences ρ+−k . Note that in the lower two graphs the different curves are multiplied by
different factors as indicated, whereas both curves are identical in the top graph. The parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4. Computed normalized spin dynamics ∆S = (Sz−S(eq)z )/S(eq)z calculated from Eq. (4) (solid
lines) and without coherences, i.e., including only electronic distributions (dashed lines). The thin
blue curves are the same as in Fig. 2, for the thick red curves we enlarged the deformation potential
D2 → 10D2. All other parameters as in Fig. 2.
of 120 fs, so that, at each k point, the part of the spin expectation value deviating from
the (local) magnetic field direction averages out. It therefore looks like as if the spin had
instantaneously changed (i.e., “flipped”) into its projection on the direction of the effective
magnetic field, as assumed in the conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism. Even though the
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spin dynamics are almost identical, the underlying microscopic dynamics are still different.
In particular, the distribution functions n±k in both calculation differ by a small amount.
We next turn to the spin dynamics when the deformation potential is increased D2 →
10D2. In this case, calculation with coherences leads to a reduced demagnetization with a
smaller minimum at slightly longer times, as compared to the calculation neglecting coher-
ences. As the energy relaxation time is shortened by an order of magnitude to 12 fs, the
precessional contribution to (4) no longer just leads to an effective projection of 〈s〉k on the
direction of the effective field. For this case, the conventional Elliott-Yafet-type picture with
spin flips fails, and cannot be replaced by a simpler description. Only if the electron-phonon
coupling strength were increased more so that the scattering becomes faster than the pre-
cession, one enters a collision dominated regime that could be described by the classical
Dyakonov-Perel type picture with motional narrowing.
Our results show that calculations of the spin/magnetization dynamics using the conven-
tional Elliott-Yafet mechanism [20, 21] can only overestimate the demagnetization due to
electron-phonon scattering. Thus the conclusion of these earlier papers that this process is
not efficient enough to explain the experimentally observed ultrafast magnetization dynam-
ics remain unchanged [26]. However, even if the calculations with and without coherences
yield similar spin dynamics, the presence of spin coherences gives a slightly different picture
of how the lattice acts a spin sink and spin source via the precession around internal ef-
fective magnetic fields. This understanding is in line with the variety of spin-orbit induced
transport effects [27].
CONCLUSION
We investigated ultrafast magnetization dynamics in a ferromagnetic model system in-
cluding spin-orbit coupling and electron-phonon scattering. By computing the reduced
spin density matrix for itinerant electrons we showed how the magnetization change oc-
curs due to the interplay of spin precession around internal effective magnetic fields and
spin-independent scattering. If the precession period around the exchange field is short
compared to typical scattering time, the precessional contributions are effectively averaged
out and one obtains good agreement with the magnetization computed using spin-flip tran-
sition rates, as assumed in the conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism. For shorter scattering
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times, we find a magnetization dynamics that is slower and less pronounced compared to
the conventional Elliott-Yafet mechanism.
This work was supported by the DFG through the SFB/TRR 173 “Spin+X” (Project
A8).
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